Top 14 Things That Are As Likely as Sisney’s Deposition
“Falling Through The Cracks”
14. Broken Arrow Schools paying for HVAC work done at an eye doctor’s office
13. Rep. Reynolds happening across Broken Arrow Schools sick pay records on his own, and
becoming concerned about one random school district, outside his constituency, among
many that followed this practice...and naming two people as recipients, one of whom is
running for school board, days before the election
12. AA setting a fire in the wrong storage unit to destroy documents that they could have
quietly shredded
11. Three board members orchestrating criminal activities since at least the 1990’s, over the
course of several boards, none of which the newest board member was on
10. Richardson not knowing that Sisney’s waiving of his due process hearing would destroy his
chances in a wrongful termination lawsuit
9.

Richardson not knowing that Rampey had proven that the Sequoyah work was done at
Sequoyah Middle School, even though Richardson had filed the proof in Sisney’s Petition in
the defamation case

8.

The Rampeys being present in executive session when Sisney’s contract was discussed

7.

Sisney not knowing about the blanket purchase orders he had presented to the board for
approval for HVAC work over the past several years

6.

The Kitchens signing a taxpayer demand letter without ever seeing it

5.

Sisney really fearing there was corruption but not telling any authority about it for eight
months

4.

A yearly legal budget of 8,500 being sufficient for a school district with 16,000 students

3.

Stover and Updike not being aware of the legal risk in allowing public comments regarding
a personnel issue at a board meeting

2.

Sisney being blocked from investigating by board members who couldn’t even control their
own agenda

1.

Stover being forced to send the letter to Rampey without the other board members seeing
it because they all disappeared after the board meeting while he was in the bathroom

